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 The Four Agreements help us to break these self-limiting agreements and replace them with agreements that provide
us personal freedom, happiness, and love. Throughout our lives, we make many agreements that not in favor of ourselves
and create needless struggling.In The Four Agreements, don Miguel Ruiz revealed how the procedure for our education,
or "domestication," can make us forget the wisdom we were born with. The Fifth Contract requires us to a deeper
degree of awareness of the energy of the Self, and returns us to the authenticity we had been born with. In The Fifth
Contract, don Miguel Ruiz joins his child don Jose Ruiz to offer a brand new perspective on The Four Agreements, and a
powerful new contract for transforming our lives into our personal heaven. In this compelling sequel to the reserve that
has changed the lives of millions of people around the globe, we are reminded of the best gift we are able to give
ourselves: the freedom to be who we really are.
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 It will elevate your thinking. It is abeautiful Practical Guidebook to Living. The 5th agreement is definitely something I
practiced for many years but held judging myself to be weak because of it. I like Great book Toltec wisdom Great book
Great reserve, changed my life I give this book 6 out of 5 stars Great read Wow A must have Love this book! Becoming
impeccable with one's word, not making assumptions, not taking things personally and doing the best one can (the four
agreements) become clearer as you works to understand the Fifth Contract of having an open brain ( becoming positive
in your vital observations) combined with the art of hearing others. I really like the message of this book and it is one
that I will reread since it has a depth of info that I couldn't master in one reading. buy it, *read a little, ponder, repeat
from * Like so many others, I got lots of valuable guidance from The Four Agreements. But it all returns in this book by
don Jose Ruiz. This is the goal. This is the understanding of the target. If you believed the four agreements was
LEASTWISE a decent reserve, you have to browse the fifth agreement. I have a lot of work to do!If you never read The
Four Agreements, they're discussed, each in its chapter in The Fifth Agreement - and with a depth and clearness that
goes beyond the author's fathers original work that so most of us treasure.If you are buying just one single publication
on personal/spiritual development, this is the publication to get.. I've read many books upon this subject matter and for
me this is the one I would recommend first. I sensed no bias of religious beliefs, nationality, race, gender, age group,
intellect, etc in the message only respect and sincerity. It has given me a strategy to change my globe for the better and
I am self-confident that others will benefit from this book too. I like it! Came in a short period of time, couldn't be
happier Great Great book. It really requires the four agreements to the next level. Its the truth ; Don Jose have been a
series of different kinds of fire for me personally: a brilliant light, a warming flame, a blast of renewal, a push for
rekindling.It has really helped me understand that life it everything you make it. You can't control everything, but you
can control how you react to it. Under no circumstances stop learning and growing. Share it with everybody you know
because this reserve is as real since it gets. Helped Me Greatly This book is easy to read and as titled, very practical..
Absolute wonderful book which you can use as an excellent tool in the manner you look at life, appear at yourself and
look at people about you. In the event that you apply the knowledge from this book it will change your life. Slainte! A
Return to Truth If I hadn't met Don Jose Ruiz himself to listen to what he had to say, I would have been skeptical about
the Agreements. I really believe everybody will benefit from this book. I would almost recommend just you start with
this book, but the book for the initial four reads rather quickly. Amazing book!The Fifth Agreement Reading this book put
a finishing touch in to appreciating and understanding better the message of The First Four Agreements. Very
enlightening This book not merely added a fifth agreement but expanded greatly on the first four. Some months ago I
browse the Four Agreements and listened also to it examine by Peter Cayote's excellent rendition of it. I'm excited to
place it back to practice but with more skepticism and more kindness toward myself. I'm very grateful because of this
book. This reserve is a MUST READ after the four agreements. Initially it seemed Ruiz would repeat the four agreements
into more detail, but as we kept reading, the reserve turned to find the best. great sequel! This is the knowledge of the
barriers to the goal. It's possible for authors to write what they research rather than what they are a symbol of.
Absolute wonderful book which you can use as an excellent tool . They do go over the first four agreements.) (once you
read the book, you'll know very well what the "truth" actually means) Redundant I loved this publication. However, when
you have already read The four agreements you almost certainly don't need to browse the fifth. All the same material
basically. I'd encourage readers not only to look at the words but immerse themselves into the mediation of their
meanings. I loved it.. If this book doesn't inspire and give you the understanding to really get your shovel and very clear
the pile of debris hiding your true, shining and pure identification, I've no idea what would! I hope many people discover
this wisdom. Like and truth! The CD, for me, brings the message of the book to life.!!
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